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CHICAGO, THURSDAY, :JULY 25.1878. 
Editorial. 
, 
TO INSTITUTE ATTENDANTS. 
BE prompt. It is of the greatest importance to yoursel£' And ' further, you have no right to come into .the recitation-room 
, tard], to the annoyance of the instructor and your c1ass-m.ates. , 
The institutes are rare, the value of which could not be greatly 
increased if all would be prompt. 
2. Do not be a mere hanger-on. Be a worker. At every in-
stitute there are some who do not dare, or who will not conde-
scend, to join the ranks outright, and yet who desire the credit, 
but tarely the profit, of attending the institute. Sometim~s they 
sit on a' side b<!nch; sometimes, with a little more assurance, 
they venture to take a chair on the platform, or where visitor 
usually sif. They manage · to· smile at the proper time, to look 
wise', and probably are wise, in "entertaining a willful stillness." 
They might be called "gentlemen in waiting," only they are not 
all gentlemen; or may be, "visitipg statesmen." They are there 
to see how things are done; but they must not be called upon to 
-do a~iYthing. Oh, no. Not they. They prefer to , listen. 
Som~.times they are old_ teachers ' who are falling to the .rear, as 
they are conscious, a!1d yet who have not the good sense to step 
boldly into the ranks and keep abreast by emulation and effort. 
Sometimes they are young high school or college graduates, who 
. scorn to allow their "higher , education" to suffer the r~proach 
of being on a level and in fellowship with common country 
teachers. Neither class is worthy of much respect, and yet we 
commend them to the tende'\" graces of instructnrs and pupils. 
If we. could reach them we would like to say to such persons; 
Drop your false dignity and mock wisdom. Take 'the position 
ofa worker in the institute. If you are really superior, stand. up 
and show it. Scorn the strategy which saves your credit at the 
expense of your candor. Gci to work with a will and become 
what you would like to be thought, a wide-awake teacher. 
3. H ave a note-book with you. Jot down ali the things that 
strike you during the day as new, or of pOssible value in the 
school-room. Do not take time to w~i te these down in full as 
they arise. You might lose other things of importanc,e. Just 
take down a word or two,-which will recall to you in the even-
ing the substance of what you wish to record. If you postpone 
it longer the thought will fade away. so entirely that you may be 
unable to recall it. You will find your notes valuable to you in 
the school-room, not so much .for the things they contain com-
plete anei ready for use, as for their hin ts. 
4. Do not talk or take liberties during recitation. A very 
little inattention or disorder will greatly interfere with the com-
fort and success of an earnest instructor. 
5. Ask questions. Do not let anything go that you fail to un-
'derstand after giving it reasonable thought. But:lSk for real in-
formation, and for the good of the institute, and not to show off 
your own "smartness" or the supposed blunders of your teacher. 
There are institutes which practically are failures; in which the 
power of the instructors is entirely neutralized or destroyed, just 
because of the number of objections which are raised and of the 
hypercritical , self:asserting, caviling spirit which prevails among 
the teachers. . They catch at all the little points possible and are 
not impressed in the least with a good' discussion of an important 
matter. Such persons ought not to attend an institute. It is 
not designed for a debating society, and no good instnlctor 
wants to be looked upon as a champion debilter, always. on the 
defensive, always in fear of ~n attack. Under such circum-
stances he cannot · half work, to say nothing of the time he 
actually loses by interruption and discussion. This is no plea 
for a blundering, incompetent instructor. He is not - to be 
shielded for a moment. Follow him closely.. Bring him to a 
strict account if you can. But do it in a proper spirit, and at a 
proper time. Be just as sharp as you please; but don't try to 
be "smart." Don't! If you think you detect an error, seek an 
explanation or discussion privately, or at the hour assigned for 
queries or miscellaneous business. But in .the hours of instruc-
tion, give not only attention but your sympathy and cooperation. 
6. Do not be backward in answering questions, or in doing or 
trying to do what is asked of you. Do not let your dignity pre-
vent you from going to the blackboard and doing the best you 
can if called upon. Remember your institute should-be a model 
school, and to have it so, you mus~ be model pupils, in prompt: 
ness, attention, obedience, and in spirit. 
7. Go determined to subscribe, before you leave, for some ed-
ucational journal. This YOI1 aught to do even an the low 'selfish 
gro.und that it will be a go )d business investment. From your 
journal you get items of 1 r . .lfessional news and interest which en-
able you to be more inte~:' ~ent, and to seem so; n'ot only to your 
fellow teachers, but also to members of the Board of Education 
and to the communi :? generally. This helps you greatly in get~ 
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ting a p.ositi.on ,as a teacher and in h.olding it. But.on the 
higher gr.ound .of pr.ofit and assistance t.o y.ourself as a teacher 
y.ou .ought t9 d.o it. The WEEKLY w.ould as lief empl.oy a car-
penter wh.o had n.o grind·st.one, as a teacher wh.o takes n.o edu-
cati.onal paper. The carpenter might get al.ong by w.orking 
. c.onstantly with dull t.o.ols,.or Dccasi.onally getting the use .of a 
neighbDr's grindst.one. S.o a teacher d.oubtless can get alDng 
s'.ome h.ow Dr .other with.out any professi.onal paper. But she is 
nD credit t.o the pr.ofessi.on, n.or t.o herself. (The feminine pr.o-
n.oun is used because it represents the maj.ority; nDt because the 
masculine has any right t~, eXemptiDn.) Hard times and l.ow 
wages are n.ot adequate excuses. It is .only a questi.on .of three 
dDllars a year atthe utm.ost. We .are n.ot speaking in the interest 
.of any particular paper, but in the interest .of g.o.od · educati.on, 
when we say that n.o teacher in this day is w.orthy .of the name 
WhD d.oes nDt take s.ome educati.onal paper. 
The fates .ordered that the summer meeting .of the Wis<;.onsin 
Teachers' Ass.ociati.on sh.ould be held this year (if never bef.ore) 
during the tw.o m.ost sc.orching days .of the "heated term." AI-
th.ough the intense heat .of Tuesday kept a few .of the prudent 
.ones at their h.omes, yet ab.out three hundred teachers (nDt ex-
cluding the bD.ok agents and .other interested pers.ons), ventured 
f.orth t.o try the virtues .of the renDwned Lake Geneva as a sum-
mer res.ort, very naturally sUPPDsing that the attracti.ons .of the 
place and th.ose .of the Ass.ociati.on c.ould be SD c.ombined as tD 
r.ound .out the days with perfect pleasure, and cDnsidera ble pr.ofit. 
The excursiDn .on the lake, and the "c.o.ol breeze frDm ManitDba" 
.on· the sec.ond day, did cDntribute very much t.o the relief .of all 
fr.om the b'Jrden .of heat 'which , rested up.on the land. The 
tw.o h.otels; b.oth indifferently "kept," were filled t.o their utm.ost 
capacity, and the hospitality .of many citizens Was taxed t.o 
furnish e.ntertainment. The incDmpleteness .of the railrDad ar-
rangements caused s.ome uneasiness until near the c1Dse .of the 
sessi.on, when all felt grateful t.o Prest. Parker, .of River Falls 
NDrmal SChDDl, f.or his 'efficient services in procuring reduced 
rates. The meeting was a success, as th.ose .of the Wisc.onsin 
~eachers' Ass.ociati.on generally are. The addresses and m~t 
.of the papers were .of great value, and will be published, in ac-
c.ordance with a special v.o.te.of the Ass.ociati.on. Several teachers 
and .others were present fr.om Illin.ois. The Exhibit.ory J;>epart-
ment was well furnished, and the papers exhibited shDwed that 
the sch.ools were pr.ofiCient in their w.ork. The. sch.o.ols repre-
sented were the O~hk.osh N.ormal Sch.o.ol, the public sch.o.ols .of 
Milwaukee, La Cr.osse, Janesville, Beloit', and Necedah. :A few 
of the c.ounty superintendents also had w.ork .on exhibiti.on. The 
exhibit .of the Twelfth District Sch.o.ol 'Df Milwaukee was quite 
interesting, especially the kindergarten w.ork c.onnected with it. 
Pr.ovisi.on was made f.or a lJl.ore general exhibit at the next meet-
ing. It was suggested that the next se~i.on be held 'at Manito-
wec, which suggestion the WEEKLY heartily 'sec.onds. 
~]'EACHERS' ASSOCIATlON AT THE SOUTH. 
SOME time since th~ WEEKLY t.ook occ'asion to e~pressits-ap 
. proval.of the proposed Sauthem EOucati.onal Ass.ociatiDn 
which is t.o meet fDr .organizati.on at Chattanoega. August 6, 7,. 
and 8. 
It is a mattel' of surprise that' a single WOld 'of opposition 
should be hea,d fr.om any quarter. It is a movement which 
.ougnt to be heartily endorsed and aided by every teacher and 
,edhealional jou,rnal in the land. ' . 
The WEEKLY willl.o.ok with the greatest interest t.o the at-
tendance at this meeting and the spirit .of its deliberati.ons as .one 
.of the best indexes.of th~ new life in the S.outh. What is want.:d 
there m.ore than all things else is a mDvement within and amDng 
the teachers and pe.ople themselves f.or the imprDvement .of edu-. 
catiDn. There is n.o excepti.on tD the maxim, The L.ord helps 
th.ose wh.o help themselves; and the WEEKLY bids G.od-speed t.o 
every ~ducational ass.ociatiDn in the land, especially t.o th.ose in . • 
the SDuthern States. There is n.o danger .of there being t.o.o man y 
.of thp.se meetings. A live .organizati.on .of tea~hers in every 
c.ounty and t.ownship in the S.outh w.ould be the m.ost p.owerful 
agency f.or her rehabilitati.on. Talk ab.out secti.onalism! There 
is n.o· secti.onalism in educatiDn. If YDU wDuld d.o away with 
metes and b.ounds,-e·ducate. If y.ou w.ould educate, devel.op an 
esprit de corps in the teaching f.orce. T.o ar.ouse this animating 
spirit, there is n.othing equal to the c.ontagi.on .of sympathy, and 
the ·stimulus .of c.ontact and .organizati.on. 
Let the S.outhern Educati.onal Ass.ociatiDn be started with an 
impetus that shall make it a p.ower in the land. Let it meet at 
different places, drawing up.on the hDspitality of the pe.ople and 
educating them intD a warmer sympathy with educaliqn and ed-
ucati.onal men . 
May th.ere be n.o hindrance in the way .of these c.onventi.ons r 
Let there be as many as the teachers will sustain; and let them 
be as·live and prDgressive and pr.ofitable as the best educatiDnal 
talent can make them! 
THE SOLAR ECLIl'SE. 
THE eclipse .of the sun .on M.onday, July 29, will be visible fr.om .every part .of N.orth America, if the cl.ouds permit. 
It will be t.otal al.ong a narrDW belt .of country ab.out II6 miles 
wide extending fr.om Behring's Straits S. E., passing east .of Salt 
Lake City and a little west .of Denver, reaching the Gulf .of 
MexicD between GalvestDn and New Orleans. At Chicag.o the 
eclipse will begm at 3h. 42m. 22 sec. P . M., and end 5h. 4Im. P •. 
M. Ab.out three-f.ourths.of the sun's disk will be .obscured at 
p.oints situated 900 miles t.o the n.orth-east .of the center .of the 
path .oft.otal eclipse, ~hich p.oints will include all the N.orthwes~~ 
ern States. 
Scientific .observations will be made at several pDints in the 
z.one .or't.otality, chiefly in Wy.oming, C.ol.orad.o, and Tex3§, and 
especially where the ceutral line crDsses the Pacific R. R., and 
the Denver & Ri.o Grande R. R. The main p.oints of-interest 
in this eclipse, and t.o .one Dr an.other .of which different .observ-
ers will dev.ote special attenti.on by arrangement, are these :-
f. The instants .of c.ontact. As an indicati.on.of the present 
uncertai~ty in calculati.on, and at the same time .of its w.onderful 
accuracy, it is stated as a fact, that the p.oint where a straight line 
thr.ough the center .of the sun and m.o.on Will strike the earth's 
surface at a given instant can be located tD within ab.out six 
mile~. 
2. ' The shape and extent .of 'the corDna and pr.otuberances. 
It seems t.o be. the' c.omm.on .opini.on that this c.or.ona-a mag-
.;}jfi(Wnt-ei·reular hal.o .of light apparently surr.ounding the m.o.on, 
and which is visible .only during the m.oments when n.ot a ray .of 
light fr.om tIie sun can be seen-is a manifestati.on and an .evi-
dence of a s.olar atmosphere. ' H.owever, but very little in re-
gar9, 'to its cause is agreed up.on as yet by astrDnDmers, 'and hence 
speCial study will be made of the next p.oint. 
3: The chemical and physi~al character .of the c.or.ona. D.oes 
it c.ontain .oxygen? Dr. Draper, the eminent scientist ·.of New 
• 
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York, affirms that it does. Norman Lockyer, the great English 
astronomer, expresses grave doubts as to Dr. Draper's discovery. 
It it expected that observations by the spectroscope, polariscope, 
and tasimeter, next Monday, will lend aid in settling this as well 
as other disputed points. Dr. Draper himself takes position 
near Rawlins in Wyoming Territory. 
4. Intra-Mercurial planets. The existence of one or more 
planetary bodies having orbits within that .of Mercury has long 
been a question among astronomers. It is well known that 
Mercury himself is seldom seen, because he i~ so near to the sun 
that it is only once in a while that he can be caught out of the 
full blaze of the sunlight j and as Vulcan. the proposed name of 
the planet yet to be discovered, is still nearer, he could not be 
expected to appear except when the interposition of ' the moon ' 
permits us to see the stars and planets that are nearly in a line 
from the earth toward the sun. 
Congress has appropriated $8,000 to cover the expenses of 
the five observing parties sent out by the Naval Observatory at 
Washington. Among the distinguished observers, Maria MitchC 
ell, of Vassar, will be near Denver, a :}d Norman Lockyer, Dr. 
Schuster, and Prof. Thorpe, of England, will be in the same 10-
·cality. The Chicago Astronomical Society will be represented 
at or 'near Denver by Prof. G . W. Hough, S. W. Burnham, and 
Prof. E. Cdbert. It is understood that Prof. EaSterday, of 
Carthag~, and Prof. Kenogg, of Evanston, win be with the 
Chicago party. 
No other total solar eclipse, visible in America, will occur this 
century. Prepare your smoked glass-or your blue gla.,s, if you 
are a victim to that mania-and help the boys and girls to under-
stand a phenomenon which has probably been the cause of more 
superstition and terror in the world than any other natural event. 
AN EXrRAORDINARY CAREER. 
FEW events in th~ history of England I~ave warmed h~r people into such a uOlvers:Ll glow of enthu;laslll and eXCitement, 
as the diplomatic triumph. a, it is called , orEarl Beaconsfield, anel 
his return to London last week. The account" of his reception 
is very similar to Macaulay's description of th'e joyouS"welc0n:!e_ 
accorded to the restored Stuart, Charles 11., in 1660. The jour-
ney of eacl; from Dover to London was one prolonged ovation j 
the whole route being thronged with applauding people, flags 
and banners flying everywhere, and much of the way literally 
covered with roses. It was not a party demonstr~tion. It was 
national. 
In the case of Earl Beaconsfield, this, his last and great~st suc-
cess, will prove to be, in all probability, the crowning achieve-
- ment of a life already extended some way beyond the allotted 
threescore and ten, and the climax of a career, in many respects 
the most remarkable in mode·rn history. 
Benjamin Disraeli (pronounced diz-ri\/-il-ee) is now nearly 
seventy-three years of age. He inherited fine literary taste and 
ability, and received a desultory but extensive education from 
his father, Isaac Disraeli, the author of The Curiosities of Liter-
ature, etc., and who was the most complete man of book~ of 
whom English literature can boast. He was offered 'a most rare 
and desirable partnership as a lawyer, hut finding the profession-
al duties uncongenial, he decided to give himself to literary pur-
suits. From the first he had a strong tendency'to politics, as is 
shown by everyone of his works, and he soon became the most 
prominent member of the half-literary, half-political party known 
as Young Engiand. At the age of twenty his first novel, Vivien 
Grey, appeared, and made him at once a favorite in wide circles 
of English society. His ,last novel, Lothair, was puJ?lished in 
1872, we believe: Between these two is a long list of works, fic-
titious, metaphysical, and political, of considerable variety, and 
of marked power. In former days his ideas of his importance 
were entirely :>ut of keeping with his position and influence in 
society., The most marked trait in his early character and nov-
els was the prominence he gave to his own personality. Under 
the shadow of some of his characters, there is an ever-present 
expression of himself and his sentiments, of his future as ' he 
dared to announce it, but as nobody else ever presumed to hope 
for him. There is h:udly another 'case in all history of a man 
des.tined in his own opinion for greatness, who has dared so to 
expose himself to the gauntlet of ridi~ule and contempt by al-
lowing the public to know his own private opinion of himself 
and his power. In spite of this self-conceit-no other term 
seems adequate-his succsss as an author has been' astonishing. 
It is probable that in the aggregate more copies ' of his works 
have been sold than of any moder~ English writer, excepting 
Sir Walter Scott and Charles Dickens. 
In politics his success has been no less astonishing. Where 
else is there an ins.tance of such large conceit being steadily 
transformed, as it were, into reality? The man's audacity has 
dazzled the world quite as much as his genius. . 
With the popularity which his first books brought him, he 
sought an elect ion to Parliament. It was in one of these can-
vasses that he spo}ce of Daniel 'O'Connell, the great Irish agita-
tor and orator. a, a "bloody traitor," which brought from O'Con-
nell the scathing retort-j-" For aught I know, the present Disr.aeli 
is. the true heir·at-law. of the impenitent thief who 'died on the 
cross." Because of this or the quarrel that grew out of it, Disraeli 
challenged O'Connell's son, but th~ challenge was not accepted. 
After several shiftings of his party connections, and suffering 
four or five defeats, his true English pluck brought him succc!.s 
in 1837, and a~ the age of thirty-two he entered the House of 
CotI)mons of the first Parliament of the reign of Queen VictOlia. 
But still the feeling toward him was in striking contrast with 
what it is to-day. In his maiden speech he was compelled to 
desist by the coughs, and hisses, a~d marks of extreme contempt, 
with which he was greeted. ' 
In one of the most prominent English Reviews an article was 
published in 1836 in review of one Mr: Disraeli's works. In the 
light of his subsequent career,. the language and tone of the re-
view is interesting. We quote a . few senten~es: 
"We never take up a work of Mr. Disraeli's witbout a strong feeling of re-
gret and indignation at the deplorable influence wbicb education and society 
bave bad in rendering' very considerable natural powers utterly worthless. 
Gifted witb a . wild and fine imal!ination, ~ucb comic power, and .!Wme vig' 
orous concepaons of buman pasSIOns, be might, by culture and assiduity, have 
rendered himself a really ~triking and effective writer. * * * * In' tile ' 
corrupting reciprocity of lit~rary adulation, he has been taught to fancy Ihat 
his genius commands tbe respect of mankind because it is extolled by a cir· 
cle of friends. Tbat a young man of such a character and 'possessed of some 
pecuniary means should bave b,en anxious to display ' his fallcied genius on 
the noble stage of politics, or sbould have conceived himself fit for ruling 
the destinies of a great nation, is nowise strange. We find from his. earliest 
work, that there has been floating in bis mind some fond dream of fanta<tic 
intrigue by which he is to direct the energies and ultimately assume the head 
of some great party, or some p~werful cabal of stupid but ambitiouSi nobles. 
* * * His restless spirit of intrigue would render him an admirable agent 
of any plot which could be conducted without secrecy, saga~-ity, discrimina-
tion; tact, or steadiness." 
It closes with the following sentence: 
"'Fhat the tories [the antecedent of tbe present conservative party and 
which E.arl Beaconsfiel<:1 leads.] can ' successfully resist tbe advancing 
power of democracy-or tbat tbey will direct its progre.s and share its triumph 
-are fancies tbat none but su~b a dreamer of dreams as Disraeli tbe younl!er 
can mistake for reahties. . ' I 
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And yet this "dreamer of dreams" has assumed "ultimately the 
head of some great party," and by a "fantastic intrigue," as 
some are pleased to call it, he has enabled that great party "to 
share'in the triumph of democracy." "To-day his genius com-
mands the resp~ct of mankind," and he stands the most honor-
ed and-judging from his language and appearance-the most 
happy replesentative of conservatism in all Europe. 
When he was clamored down in his first speech in 1837, he 
closed with these words : "I have begun, several" times, many 
things [laughter] and I have succeeded at last. [Fresh cries -of 
• question.] Ay, sir, though I sit down now, the time will come 
when you will hear me. ' , ' 
Whether or not this was the audacious prophecy of an angry 
spirit, its fulfillment has been marvelous. He was soon a rising 
member, and in less than ten years he was the recognized leader 
of the conservative party in the House of Commons, and ad-
mitted as the most powerful debater, and the greatest master in 
the kingdom of keen, polished satire. We cannot follow his 
course. It is sufficient to say, he has been three time Minis-
ter of Finance, and two times Prime Minister, as he is to-day, of 
one of the mightiest of modern empires. 
And'now I.e overshadows all by securing, as his . pa~b' would 
have us believe, one of the greatest diplomatic triumphs of the 
century . . 
What history may do for this great man, it is not safe to 
prophesy. In the past he has grandly put to the blush !iII his 
detractors and calumniators; that his name shall stand as high 
in the future is hardly probable. He has never stood before 
the world as the representative of any great truth. He has 
, never been the champion of a cause which mankind calls noble. 
While the importance of his work will not permit him to be 
classed as a mere politician, still his aims have not been broad 
-enough or exalted enough to make him it statesman. Although 
- he has often fought , in the m~nority, it has never been for any 
,grand principle; but his views have ever been limited by the 
success of his ·party, and the aggrandizement of himself. His 
sympathies are entirely insular. He represents the egotistical, 
the selfish, ,and the least noble trait in English character. He 
seems to have lived and labored with no higher motive than 
that his own prophesies ,might be fulfilled al1d his own opinions 
of himself verified. To~da:y he is adroitly feeding a flame of in-
cense which, before it expires, may ) lose its sweet fragrance. 
The people of England have been made, by cunning means, to 
believe that England -has greatly ovel'-matched Russia in the 
treaty;, and this is all the ground there is for this imposing 
demonstration of which' we have read so much. 
, Although, the treaty is without doubt a matter for congratula-
tion to all parties, still it is impossible to see in it a "grand di-
plomatic triumph" or. any cause for such a celebration. This 
hurrah is too boyish, too little, to be a matter of such great de-
light to, a truly noble Briton. 
--~-----In OUI: next we sha11look ~ little into what Russia Itas-gaine.d,_ 
and desCl'ibe briefly the position of affairs and provinces as left 
by tlie treaty of Beriin. , ' 
Tile teacher is the head and the heart of tne school, and he 
can be nei,~her completely without being both measurably. We 
should put none but the best men and women in charge of the 
chil4ren, and so ' i~ charge of the state, and of th~ future. We sh~~id:sa.y .with p,ride of a man, "He is bright enough and good 
I ! , , 
enough to be ,a teacher."-Prtst. John BascQ1II. ' 
GERMAN SCHOOLS. 
From CHARLES WALDSTEIN in "Nineteenth Century." 
FROM his earliest years the German schOOI-bO! is ov~r­worked at the gymnasiums and lyceums, and hl~ work m-
creases as he advances, until he is about to enter the university. 
Besides being in school from eight in winter and seven in sum-
mer until three or four in the afternoon, he is so busily occupied 
in preparing his lessons that the writer has known boys of t~e 
unter Stcuna'a (the fourth from the highest class) at work till 
twelv~ at night, with but very little time for recreatiop . 
In German schools great attention is given to the education 
of the intellect, but the forming of the character is sorely neg-
lected. Nay, it is not only- .neglected, but much is done posi-
tively to spoil the character. How frequent are the offenses 
against the pupil's self-respect! Words like "Du Esel,': "Du 
liigst," are not at all infrequent. Nor, again, is there the 
"wholesome equality" between master and pupil. Entire sub-
mission as well in thought as in action, is exacted. / Hence 
springs 'a habit of dissimulation, trickery, or tale-~ellin~, while 
in the master 's presence"ridicule and bravado behmd hiS back. 
The idea of "gentleman," which has worked so well with the 
little boys , in American public schools, is totally un,known. 
Much has been said as to German schools, and they have COil: 
stantly been held up to the eyes of the world as models; but ' 
though this high opinion is no doubt justified in the departmt!nt 
of learning, yet we cannot hold it as regards the for!llation of 
character. In this respect the system of American public schools 
is certainly better. 
AN 
THE EDUCATION OF LABOR. 
ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF 
INSTRUCTION, JULY 12, 1878, BY PREST. E. E. WHITE, 
PuRDUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYET'l'E, IND. 
ARISTOCRACY 'has always opposed the education of labor. This oppositioI\. may vary, in form, but its aim is always the 
same. Each of the three great aristocraCies has its, own pet dog-
ma on the subject. ' " 
The aristocracy of Cas~e asserts 'that the great mass of mankiIld 
'are born to serve, and, since the less 'intelligent the servant the 
more docile the service, it declares that education unfits the chil-
dren of toil for their lot in life. 
. The anstocracy of Capital ,asserts that intel1\gence increases 
the price of laDor, and hence it opposes popular education as a 
'tax on capital. The more intelligent a man is, the greater are 
his wants, and the 'higher must be his , wages, in order to meet I 
his increased necessities. Ignorant labor has few wants to 
supply, ,and hence is content with tow wages. .," 
The aristocracy Of Culture asserts that the great mass of man-
kind a~e bo oullards, and all attempts to educate them are', 
futile. ' The few on whom God has bestowed the gift ' Of brairs ' 
are commissioned to do the world's thi~king, and they thus 
monopolize the right to education. This is the doctrine ' of the :. 
hero-worshiper, Carlyle, and it is asserted more or less cleat!x ,. 
by many devotees of' culture, who have lost aU sympathy f6r: thf'. 
people. " .'. 
'These' three aristocracies unite in opposing all e9'orts to · up!if~'." 
the laborer by the power of education. Schooling, they ¥~ert, ~ 
spoils children for.Jabor; it makes them discontented'with\ heir -
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lot; fills them with vain a;mbitions ; makes them idle, etc., etc. 
These assertions are now more frequently aimed at higher- edu-
cation, and especially at the high schools; but they were once 
urged, with as great earnestness, against the elementary schools 
. of the people. Reading and writing have received many a blow 
as the dreaded enemy of Capital and Caste. 
The present condition .or the country gives these dogmas a 
fresh interest, and the air is filled with their assc;rtion in some 
form or degree. The late rapid multiplication of the industries 
of ·the country opened numerous positions demanding intelli-
gence more than muscle. The opportunity thus offered to obtain 
'higher wages, if not to find a short road to competency, has re-
sulted in a growing disinclinati.on to obtain a living by hard 
work. The present check to the prosperity of the country makes 
this condition of affairs pam fully evident, and aristocracy im-
proves the opportunity to make another assault upon popular 
education. -
It is too common a trick of logic to connect ~wo con tempo-
rane()us phenomena as cause and effect. The moon is thus made 
responsible for many results in agriculture, and the party that 
h~ppens to be in power is always held responsible for "hard 
times." It is possible that the schools are not doing enough 
in the way of inculcating a resp~ct for labor, . and a disrespect 
for .idleness, and they may not be sufficiently effective in cor-
recting other evils which afflict humanity, but this admission by 
no means makes the schools responsible for these evils. 
Many causes have contributed to the present disrespect for 
labor, and especially for what is termed menial service. The 
.first of .these is the influence of slavery, which once permeated 
the entire country with degrading views of labor. It will take 
a hundred ·years to recover from the influence of the slave code 
with its "mudsill" theory of labor. 
Another cause is immigration, which has filled nearly every 
thus been opened tO ,American youth! Is it any wonder that 
the intelligent and ambitious have been attracted to them? 
Doubtless many a good farmer or mechanic has been spoiled to 
make a poor lawyer or an unsuccessful merchant; but on the 
contrary, all the professions and all the departments of trade 
have been enriched and vitalized by contributions of brain pow-
er and character from the farm and the shop. The tide is now 
setting the other way, and the farm and the shop are bidd·ing for 
intelligence and skill. It remains, however, too true that our 
cities and towns are still filled with people looking for positions 
in which a living may be earned by one's wits rather than by 
his muscles. 
A fourth cause is the influence of our free institutions. The 
political and social ideas which are the common inheritance 
of Americans have done much to incite the ambitious and 
inspiring to seek those employments which more directly lead to 
public life and official position. This has unquestionably done 
much to crowd the profession of law with briefles~ attorneys 
who are devoting themselves to politics. The doctrine of civil 
equality involves so largely the idea of social equality, that men-
ial . service is · made unattractive. The appeals often made, 
not only to tlie young, but also to the "sovereign ~itizen," tends 
to foster vain aspirations and to belittle industrious pursuits. 
. Much of the idleness which disgraces and degrades our indus· 
trial iife is due to inborn laziness. A · disinclination' to work is 
no new thing under the sun. It is as old as human nature, and 
there is no evidence that it is peculiar to the educated and intel-
ligent: On the contrary, the lower the condition of a people 
the less the inclination to work. In savage tribes the work is 
done by those who are compelled to toil either by hunger or ex- , 
ternal force. In half civilized nations "the· work is chiefly dbne 
by the women who, in all material respects, are slaves. In all 
conditions of civilization man does not work except from inte-
rest or necessity. So long as human nature remains what it is, 
I 
there will always be persons who prefer to get a living by their 
~lts rather thim by hard work. 
_ department of common labor with ignorant and cheap workmen, 
crowding out intelligence or subjecting it to unpleasant social 
conditions. It was once a commt!ln thing for the sons and 
da]Jghters of persons in good circumstances "to go out to These and other causes which might be named are certainly 
service," and they were treated as the equals socially of other sufficient to account for the unsatisfactory condition of American 
young p~ople, and this is now true in American communities ipdustry, without charging it to the schools. Schooling may 
where the social condition ef the laborer has not bee.n degraded spoil some people, but many more are spoiled for the want of it. 
by the introduction of ignorant and cheap labor: When do- It is ignorance, not intelligence, that is degrading American la-
mestic service.in New England was subjected to social degrada- J;>or and crippling American industry. 
tion, the American girl turned to the mills and the factories for Over against the three dogmas ~f aristo('.racy, thus stated, per-
employment, and when ignorant foreign labor took possession mit me to put a few propositions which are abundantly sustained 
of these she turned to the store, the telegraph office, the school- by experience. . 
f(~om, and other occupations demanding intelligence and grant- I. Education promotes industry and lessons idleness. It 
ing some social recognition. What the American girl has done awakens and mu,ltiplies desires, and thus incites effert to secure • 
her brother has done. What each has sought is not so much. an the means of their gratification. The Indian builds his rude 
escape from work as protection from SOciill ostracism, • When wigwam, and fashions his bow and arrow and tomahawk, and 
the broom ot the spade is socially tainted, the intelligent Ameri- with these his wealth and industry' cease. Ignorance everywhere 
can youth wiil drop it. The only remedy is the removal of the clothes itself in rags and lives in hovels, but when man's nature 
social taint of the broom and the spade by elevating the charac- ~s ·opened .by education his desires clamor at the' gateway of 
ter ·of those who use them. Workmen as a class, not their tools, every nerve and sense for gratification. The awakenea soul has 
determine the dignity of their employment. Intelligence and ~ants as well as the body . . Education thus" touches both factors 
moral worth ennoble all labor. in the great law of wealth. It creates demands, and also incites 
A third cause is the rapid development of the country, opening effort for their gratification. Enter the homes of educated labor 
a multitude of employments and bidding for bright and intelli- in this land and take an inventory of the articles found therein 
gent youth to fill them, thus causing a rush, so to:speak, from the which are not necessary to mere physical existence, but minister 
farms into thetowns and cities, whlch have sprung up on every to taste and sentiment, and then contrast the result with what is 
hand as if by magic. How many different employments have thus found in the hovels of ignorance. You will thus obtain some 
bee~ ·created, and what a multitude of desirable positions have I idea of the industrial power of intelligence. The elevation of 
. , 
--
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a people increases their demands for the ~al'iou5 products 0[. hu-
man industry, and, at the same time, this elevati@n intensifies 
human effort and multiplies the forms of industry. Wealth is the 
child of education. 
2 . Education makes labor more skillful and ~ore productive. 
sel'ved by education. The w.orkman is mOI'e than a machine. 
He is a human. being, and his rights as such are as sacred and as 
in~iolable as those inherited by the more fa~orite child of for-
tune. The artisan may be a hewer of wood, but if his life an-
swers its high.est 'purpose, he must also be a hewer of wrong. 
The laboren may be the head and' guide of a family, a member 
@f society, and a citizen @ff the stat~, and out of these relations ' 
flow duties 0[. the nighest importance~ 'To prepare man to meet 
This proposition is based @n a ~ide comparison of infelligent 
and ignorant labor, and is sustained by such a multitude @f ob-
servations that it is no longer questioned by anyone familiar 
with the facts. In 1842, Ho,ace Mann, then secretary of the 
Board of Education of Massachusetts, opened a correspondence 
. the higher obligations of manhood is the highest function of ed-
ucation. 
with business men, to ascertain the clOmparative preductive value Permit me in' this connection ~ allude tQ what is called the 
of educated and uneducated labol'. The men addressed included "over·education" off labor. This is the latest phase of the @ppo-
manufacturers of all kinds, machinists, engineers, raibead con- sition of! .ar,ist@cracy J@ popl:llar educati@n. I~ is new: willing to 
tractors, officers in the army, etc.-men who had the means of concede that a very little leal'ning is not a dangeFous thing for 
determining the productiveness of· labor by observing hundreds the laborer, but C'apital, Caste, and Culture aFe just now greatly 
of persons working side by side, using the same tools and ma- .concerned lest the common people be spoiled by too much edu-
chinery and the same material, and making the same fabrics. cation. They see great danger in the attempt to put facilities 
In many instances the productiveness of each operative could be . fer aequi l'ing a higheredueation within easy 'reaeh of the people. 
weighed by the pound or measured by tl:e yard. The investiga- . The 'free high school is assailed .as the common enemy. off both 
tion disclosed an astonishing superiority in prod!lctive poWer c.i capital and labol'. I have only time to say that this opposition 
the educated laborer~ 'as compared with the uneducated. Pro· to the high school rests on the same basis as the former opposi-
cesses were performed not only more r.apidiy, but better, when ticm to the common school. A high schooI'education now no 
education furnished its aSsistance. "The hand," Wl'ote Mr. more unfits a boy for manual labor than an elementary eduea- . 
Mann, "is fotmd to be another !rand when guided by an in t.el.li- · tion did when compaFatively few r.eceived it. When the great 
~en~ mind . . Processes are performed not only more rapidly, but body of laboring men were unschooled, 'the few who learned to 
better, when faculties which have been exercised in early life, fur- read and write were thus fitted to fill positions demanding in-
nish their assistance. In great establishments and among ~arge teUigence more than muscle, and they were 'in a s~nse educated 
bod4es of laborer:s, where men pass by each other, ascending or out 'of their former condition. Whl!n all workmen, as in Ger-
descending in their grades of lapor, just as easily and certainly as many, receive an elementary; educati@n, those wh@se education 
particles of water of cliffellent degrees @f tempe~ature glide by each is carried t@ ·a .higher point are best fitted for positions demand-
other, there it is found to be an almost invariable rule that the edu- ing intelligence. 'Fhe ·menial labor in every' communHy will, 
cated,laborer rise~ to a higher and' higher poi~t in the kinds of as a ruie, be performed by those whel' are the least. qualified to 
labor performed, and also in the wages received, while the igno· fill other positions, When only a few are educated, it will be 
rant sink like dregs and are always found at the bottom." performed by the unschooled; when all are educated, it will fall 
Some tweJ.lty years later the National Burea.u of Education ~o the lot of those who are the least educated. It is impossible 
widened Mr. Mann's inquiries, addressing business men in all to carry the education of the people to so high a point that .the 
parts of the country, and with a similar result. The same lesson great majority wiH not still represent the less educated. An ed-
has been taught and enforced by the world's expositions. In all ucation that would fit a person for what Is called a higher posi-
of these great comparisons of national skill, the f.uperiority of tion in an unschooled community .might only fit him for the 
educated labor has been attested in a most striking manner., an.d lowest grade of work in an educated .. community. Aristocracy 
the nations are appealing to education for success in .the indus- may dismiss its fears respecting the future (i)f lab@r. An edu-
trial markets of. the worM. The day of mere muscle has passed oated people halVe the art off wfJrlHng both w.ith thei"r hands . 
and the day of brains has dawned. Every form of industry new 'and with their brains, and they may ,be trusted to take care of 
demands the ingenious brain and the cunning fingers of educated ,.themselves. It will be found that, as a ruI'e, . education never 
labor. unfits a boy for manual labor if it cl@es not fit him for something 
3· Education . improves the condition of the laborer. Mr. 
• Mann's investigation showed that individUals "who, without the 
aid of education, would have ~en condemned to perpetual in- · 
feriority of condition and subjected to all the ev.ils of want and 
poverty, rise to competence and independence by the uplifting 
power of etiucalitm." What is true of individuals is true of the 
laboring people asa class. Nowhere do an educated people caver 
their nakedness with rags.. . They demand comforts and!... easee 
ments, and the miserable hovel is ehanged to the neat cott;ge:-
It is true that an educated workman demands higher wages than 
an ignorant one; but his work is worth more. If he demands 
higher wa,ges, he creates more value. Capital is not far-sighted 
when it looks upon the workman asamere machine. A machine 
may be set to the task of running another machine, but the result 
"has never been satisfactory. But whatever the selfishness of cap- . 
ital may demand, the hish~t interests of the laborer are sub-
else. The higher the education of a people the greater is their 
enter.prise and thrift • 
. Notes. 
-Mr. George S. Appleton, of thefirm o( D. Appleton & Co., 
died July 8, aged 57. He was the son of: Daniel Appleton, the 
founder of the h@use. 1n projecting new enterpliises and jn 
ImSkifllUSlring t(i)rward those already undertaken, George S. 
Appleton was the most active member. of the finn.. He direct-
ed the general business of printing and binding new books. He 
was a man of liberal culture, uniform dignity, positive habits, and 
ster.ling.character. His loss will be felt among both soholars and 
business men. Mr. Appleton ' was a member @f the Century . 
Club, of which his brotners were among the founders, and it is . 
noted as a coincidence that he should be the publisher' of Mr. 
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W. C. Bryant, the President of the club, who was the first mem-
ber to die after the completion of the roll. Mr. Appleton was 
also the President of a photo-lithographic publishing company. 
Too close application to business was undoubtedly one cause of 
hi~ fatal disease of cerebro·meningitis, which attacked him 
more than a .month before his death. 
-Professor S. H . Carpenter is the author of a little book 
which presents a new system of diagrams for tabulating the analy-
sis of English sentences. The system is based upon the princi-
ples of syntax instead of etymology, assuming that the student is 
familiar with the ordinary principles of English grammar; and 
yet the definitions of the various parts of speech are given with 
examples. The general subject of syntax is presented with 
abundant examples for practice in making the diagrams; Pub-
lished by W. J. Park & Co., Madison, Wis . . Price in boards, 
25 cents. 
-Charles Scribner's Sons have a fine list of new books for the 
summer. Among them are The Witchery of Archery. by Mau-
rice Thompson ; a new series of the Saxe Holm Stories / How 
to Camp out,' Shootlng, Boating, and Fislting/ and K eat's Love 
Letters. 
-The ArcltizlO d{Pedagogia (Palmero, Italy) thus s;>eaks of a 
work well known among the educational men of this country-
Payne's "School Supervision:" 
. "This book, though written for American schools, recommends itself to all 
who are in charge of educational institutions-to school inspectors, to presi-
dents, etc., of every civilized nation, who will find in it directions which are 
safe and practical. * * * The author, moreover, does not fail, when the sub. 
ject demands it; to base his conclusions on the principles of science. Far 
otherwise, as may be seen from cbapter first, where he treats of the nature and 
value of supervision; the third, in which is discussed the relative efficiency of 
men and women in the work of instruction; the eighth, where with so much 
good sense, he treats of examinations ; as well as these paragarphs in which 
he sets forth the importance and the use of text· books (31, 49, 62). 
We have only. words of praise for the . book of Professor Payne; and we 
wish for Italy that among those who are placed in charge of her educational 
affairs, there may be many who, like him, seriously believe that "every man is 
a debtor to his profession." 
REVIEWS. 
Josiah Allm's Wife as a P. A. and P. I. Samantha at the 
Centennial. Designed as a bright and shining light to pierce 
the fogs of error and injustice that surround soCiety and Josiah, 
and to bring more clearly to view the path that leads straight on 
to virtue and happiness. By the author· of "~:y Opinion and Bet-
sey Bobbet's." (Hartford, Conn. : American Publishing Com-
pany,1878. )-This book was written by a woman. It is .fully 
illustrated, though cheaply. The comical side of things is made 
most prominent, and laughter is inevitable on every ·page. The 
author is not an artist, but she is possessed of a good deal of wit 
and wisdom. The book is a cheerful satire from beginning to 
end, and unless a man has a clear conscience he will be just as 
happy if he never reads it. If he wants to ·be told in the most 
innocent and inoffensive way the particulars 'in which women 
(some of them) think they do not have their "rights," then he 
will enjoy reading this book. It is just the thing for ~ careless 
hour, and though properly belonging to the cheaper class of en-
tertaining literature, might by a little pruning and pOlishing, be 
made worthy of a place among works of a hig4er standard. 
The Elements of Chemistry. By Sidney A. Norton, A. M., 
M. D.. Professor in the Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical Col-
lege, (Cincinnati and New York: Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co. 
12 mo, cloth, 300 pp. Introduction price, 90 cts.)-Professor 
Norton is the author of "Elements of Physics" and " Natural 
~hilosophy, " both of which have been received into the best in-
stitutions east and west. Like. those books, this is intended not 
as a manual for reference, but as a text-book. The subject of 
Chemistry is a difficult one to present in a text-book. as there is 
so much of importance to a full understanding of the subject 
that does not seem t.o be of any practical valu~ to the student, 
but in this book the author has endeavored to select such chem-
ical phenomena as represent the cardinal principles of the science, 
giving preference to those which are easily reproduced' by the 
student, and which "enter into. the affairs of common life." 
To this end the apparatus recommended is fully illustrated, and' 
the student or teacher is strongly urged to provide himself with 
an apparatus of some kind for the performance of all experi-
men ts. In nomenclature the author · has used "those names · 
which have become a part of our language with as little change 
as possible, and the newer names for those substances which con-
cern chemists only." In notation he has used "the formula that 
appeared convenient at the time." A characteristic of Profes-
sor Norton's text-books is that they state in concise yet accurate 
language the main facts and principles; not confusing the stu-
dent with useless theories or unprofit~ble speculations, but pre-
enting the soul of the subject, plainly, briefly, and as full y as its 
importance demands and the province of the book will allow. 
What Our Girls Ougltt to Know.' By Mary J . Studley, M. D. 
(New York: M. L, Holbrook & Co. 1878. Price$I.25 )-There 
are many books sent out in these days by publishers, which have 
been written chiefly to be read by "our girls;" and it is very 
likely that "our girls" read as many of these new ·books as any 
other class of persons. It is to be regretted, however, that only 
a small portion of these books may be said to contain whole-
some' reading. If there could be some high office of all inquis-
itorial character established -through which every new book for 
general reading publh hed in t4e ceuntry should be compelled to 
pass, it would be ·a blessing to the youth of the p~esent and fu-
ture generations. The book before us would without doubt pass 
safely through such inquisition, but it would be one of the few. 
Every parent and teacher should feel grateful to the author for ' 
telling so plainly, so truthfully, and so gracefully the story of 
"what our girls ought to know." It is not all exhortation, nor 
all poetry; it teaches the science of physiology. and shows the 
beauty o( a l ~fe developed according to hygienic principles. 
Written by a practical physician and teacher of natural sciences, 
it regards physical health as second to nothing else in importance 
to the girl who cares to live a happy and usefulli(e. The follow-
ing sentiment of Herbert SIlencer is the central thought ot the 
book: "As vigorous health, and its accompanying high spirits, 
are larger elements of happiness than any o.ther thing. whatever; 
the teaching how to maintain them is a teaching ·that yields to 
no other whatever." And yet it is going rather far for the author 
. to say that "marriage is the ultimate en,d and aim of every life." 
That it is practically, and ought to be the aim of the majority 
of lives, is npt to be questiened. But whether it is the ultimate 
aim of the truest and highest characters may well be douoted. 
It is a noOle and a holy relation, and it seems a sacred , duty to 
set forth plainly and clearly all the facts which bear so strongly 
upon the happiness not onfyof those now living but of genera-
tions yet to come. 
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THE STATES. 
NEBRASKA. 
-For some yc:ars past tellch~rs' institutes in this state have steadily mcreas-
ed in numbers, popularity, and usefulness. But an institute lasting four days 
does not give time for much systematic instruction; its chief utihty lies in the 
opportunity it affords to awaken the zeal of teachers, to inspire them with re-
newed interest in their work, and to · put them in the way of self-improve-
ment. This has been so well done, that now we find a demand for a kind 
and amount otJnstruction whic1! the shorter institutes cannot supply. To 
meet this demand for more systematic contmuous instruction, a series of in-
stitutes, each lasting from two to silC weeks, has been planned. When it is 
remembered that these are organized and will be carried on without any aid 
from public funds-the teachers who altena them paying all the cost of in-
struction and other expenses-it will be conceded that we have here a re-
markable indication of progress made, and' of promise for the years to ceme. 
. A statement of the place, time, length, and instructors, as full as I am able to 
make it at this date, i.~ given I>elow. This announcement ~hould have been-
made sooner, but has been delayed for some time in .hopes to make it com-
plete. In many cases I ,have been unable to obtain the names of the in-
structors, except the principal, but each Institute will have from ihree to five. 
LIST OF NORMAL INSl'ITUTES.-SUMMER OF 1878. 
Pawn" c;ily.-D. E. Sanders, Principal; D. S. Dusenberry, begins July 8, 
continues six weeks. 
F,.ttllonl.-A. R. Wightman, Princip.!ll; begins July 8, continues fo.ur 
weeks. . 
Lineo/n.-S. G. Lamb, Principal; W. W. Jones, F. L. Snodgrass, begins 
July 8, coritinues six week •. 
Blai,..-W. E. WlisOn, Principal; Geo. B. Lane,!. N. Jones, W. E. Drury, 
begins July IS, cor.tinues six "eeks. . 
Columbus.-S.L, Barrett, Principal; begins July IS, coittinqes six weeks. 
Hallings.-J. M. McKenzie, Principal; begins July 16, contin.ues four 
weeks. 
Wtping Watt,..-D. D. Martind:i!e, Principal; lour weeks: 
Snua,.d.-J. D. Messenger, Principal; six weeks. 
Schuyi .... - John Sprecher, Principal; begins A.ugust 19, contin.ues two 
weeks. 
Omana.-J. J. Points, Principal; be~ns' August 19, continues two weeks. 
W,lbtr.-Thos. L. Dixon, Principal; C. B. Palmer, H. N. Blake, begins 
July 30, contmues four weeks, 
These Institutes will be conducted in all respects like a short term of a 
normal school. There will be regular study and recitation in the blanches 
usually taught .in our public schools, together with systematic instruction in 
the ~rt of teachmg. I have prepared a brief course .of s!ildy, which will be 
IISCd at the greater number of these iDStituteJ;, but modified to suit the par. 
tlcular circumstances of each. COpies of this course will be mruled to -any 
teac~er. who may. apply to'. ~e, or t~ey ~an be obtained fro,!, the principal of 
the Institute. Persons desmn~ detalied mformation about any of these insti-
tutes should write t? the principal for a circular. I have an:anged to 
present at the normallnsbtutes, as follows: Fremont, the week beginning July 
8; Blair, week beginning, July 15; Pllwnee . <:ity, J"ly 23 and 24; Wilber, 
July 29 to August 3; Hastings, August 5-10 ; l.mcoln, August 12-17; .Schuy. 
ler, August 19;24; Oma~, August 26-31; Weeping Water,---' ; Seward, 
---. Dunng the week I am present at each institute, I shall be glad to 
!D'eet the county superintendents and l~adi!,g teachers of the counties adjoin. 
109, for a conference over the county mstitute work of the coming year and 
the means of adding to its popularity and usefulness, or any other educational 
Question of general or public interest. ·Examinations for state certificates will 
be held at Blair ~e we~,beginning J1;'-ly 15; at Hastinga,th.e week beginning 
August 5; at LlOcoln, the w:eek begmning Angust 12. It is not likely that 
' . 
the examination for state certificates will be held at other times or places than 
those above mentioned. I had hoped to make different arrangements for 
state examination this year, but was unable to do so. Two grades of certifi· 
cates, first and second, will be given at these examinations. The branches 
required .will be the same as those required by law for fir.t and second grade 
county certihcates (see Section 81 and 82 of School Law,) but greater thor· 
oughness in the several branches will be required. Especial inquiry will be 
made as to the candidate's knowledge of the art of teaching, and his acquaint-
ance with the literature of his profession. Persons totally unread in literature 
of school management and school instruction need not apply. To receive a 
I state certificete, the candidate, in addition to the requirements of scholarship; must have taught at least one year-riot less than six months of actual teach-ing-with approved ability and success; and must present evidence of this at 
, the examination. In answer to many inquiries, it may be said that candidates 
will be expected to be master of some subjects, and acquainted with all in 
which' they are to b~ examined. The state certificate is intended as a dis· 
tinction for those who \lave qualified themselyes for work, and proved .their 
ability to do it. 
:lu,U 26, I878. S. R. THOMPSON, State Superintendent. 
WISCONSIN. 
The Board of Normal School Regents held a meeting at Madison two 
weeks ago, at which the following business was transacted, as published in the 
Sialt Journal : After reading of minutes, and reports Of Committees on Fi· 
nance, Teachers, Supplies, Institutes, and Claims, the election 'of officers fol-
lowed, and resulted : President-William Starr; Vice President-J . H. Evans; 
Secretary-W. H. Chandler. The annual reports of the Presidents of Platte· 
ville and River Falls Normal Schools were read. There was no election 
this session, to fill the Presidency of the Whitewater Normal School. Reports 
of Committees on Visitation, Study and Teachers were read and approved, 
together with the report of the Executive Committee. The Committee/on 
Teachers reported the following changes: Prof. M. T. Park, of Oshkosh 
Normal School, from the directorship of practice department to position of 
teacher in Normal Department; Miss L. L. Cochrane, ofO. hkosh, appointed 
principal of prac'tice department at Osqkosh school; Miss Mary L. Allen, 
transferred from the primary department of Whitewater to the same depart· 
ment at River Falls school; L. W. Briggs, of Manitowoc, appointed director 
of practice department at Oshkosh school; Prof. L. C. Wooster, of Greeley, 
Col., appointed Professor of Natural Sciences at Whitewater; Miss Mary A. 
Farrand, of Ann Arbor, Mich., appointed teacher of English language and 
literature at Whitewater; Miss Fannie C. Timanus, of Chicago, appointed 
teacher in primary department at Whitewater; Mrs. M. E. Genness, late 
principal of Washington School, Minneapolis, Minn., aPRointed teacher pf 
English language and literature at River Falls; Miss Julia M. Stanelift, of 
Kalamazoo, Mich., appointed superintendent of practice department at River 
Falls; Mis.s Anna · S. Clark, teacher Of music, drawing and penmanship at 
Oshkosh, transferred to River Falla. The resignations of Misses Thomas, 
. Lawrepce, and O.born, of River Falls, wer~ accepted. The salaries of Profs. 
A. J. Volland, of Platteville, am! W. S. Johnson, of Whitewater, and Mrs. 
Knapp and Miss Delaney, of Whitewater, were raised various amounts. 
The salaries of the regular Institute conductors, Profs. Graham, McGregor, 
and Salisbury, were fixed at $2,000 each per annum, for all work done in 
term time. Formal charges having been preferred against Profs. Rockwood 
and Salisbury, of the Whitewater Normal School, by President Wm. F. 
Phelps, Regents . Chandler, Evans, and Hay were appOinted a committee to 
investigate the same, after the adjournment of the Board. The nature of 
these charges has not yet ·been made public, but they may be briefly stated to 
consist in: first, inciting the students to insubordination; second, taking a 
too active and officious part in- politics. It was reported to the Board that 
the Platteville defalcatIOn matter was substantially settled. Secretary Chand-
ler will prepare a report thereon. 
-Prest. Farrar is determined that the Milwaukee College shall furnish the 
very highest, even if the most costly, advantages for the thorougli education 
of young women, and old women too, for that matt~r. The Ladies' Art 
C;:lass began four years ago with 40 members. Last season it numbered 104. 
The well known artist, James R. Stuart, of Madison, has j.ust accepted the ap-
pointlJ}entas Professorofthe Art Department. John C. Fillmore, A. M., for nine 
years 'Professor of Music at Ripon College, takes charge of the Music Depart-
ment. William S. Barnard, Ph. D ., formerly one of the geologists with Prof . 
. Hartt, in Brazil, S. A.;and lately Professor of Natural History in Oskaloosa, 
Iowa, now takes that Department in Milwaukee College. New and complete 
cabinets have just been furnished the College by the celebrated collector, 
Prof. H. A. Ward, of Rochester, N. Y. 
-The annual meeiing of tpe Wisconsin Academy of Science, Arts, and Let-
ters, took place th~s y.ear at Milwaukee C;ollege, July 22-24. 
ILLINOIS. 
_ -The institute at We~6~a,_ directed by J. A. Holmes, is large and very 
pleas~nt. . 
-Prin. D. H. Pingree, of G:henoa, was married last week to Miss Emma 
Wickoff, of the same place. ~ 
-Supt. Etter is making a . hasty tour of the institutes, attempting to reach 
five or six each week. . . 
-H. ·L. 'Boltwood takes charge of the recently voted Township High 
School at Ottawa. A new building is to be erected immediately for the use 
of the school . 
.;;...A very interesting and c~mplete. report of the exercises of commence-
ment week at Knox College was published in the Galesburg Rtpubliedn.Rtg-
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isler June 29. It closes as follows: "No Comruencemen~ for years has been I dotes and pointed illustrations. His denunciation of shoddyism in the 
so w'ell attended as the one which closed to·day; the Opera House being lit· I schoolroom was none too bitter, and found an echoing heart in every compe· 
erally packed. The utmost order prevailed throughout, and although ,the ex- tent teacher present. "Organization and Grading.pf County Normallnsti-
ercises were long and the heat intense, every speaker was listened to with at- tutes" was the subject of a short but pithy and sultgestive essay read by ProC. 
tention. Six presidents in all have presided over Knox College since the or- Wheeler, of Ottawa. Tuesday evening, John A. Anderson, President of the 
ganization of that institution of learning. Rev. Hiram Huntington Kellogg, State Agricultural College, lectured upon that prolific and Cavorite subject, 
from 1839 till 1845; Rev. Jonathan Blanchard, from 1845 till 1857; Rev. "Kansas." "Historical Value of Linguistic Study," by ProC. Robinson, was 
Harvey Curtis, D . D" Crom 1858 till 1863; Rev. William Stanton Curtis, a literary treat full oC bright thoughts on Ihe origin of language, an!! its 
D. D" from 1863 till 1868; Rev. John Putnam Gulliver, D. D., from 1868 strange and marvelous reconstruction and affinity. Resolutions oC respect to 
till 1872; and the Hon. Newton Bateman, LL. D" from 1875, present in- the memory of the .late Gen. John Fraser, formerl), State Superintendent, 
cumbent. From 1872 till 1875 the College was without a regular executive were adopted. A proper notice 01 "School Legislation," by H. M, Greene, 
head. OC the six Presidents one only, Rev. Harvey Curtis, is deceased." "Knowledge-How to Acquire and Impart It," by J. C. Hebbard, oC Seneca, 
-Supt. M. And1cews, of Galesburg, reports 2,242 pupils enrolled in the and "The Duty ~C th~ State to Provi~e Higher Education," by Pro~. Canfield, 
-public schools during the year past; average daily attendance 1,565. Com- of the State _ Umverslty, would reqUIre much space, h~nce we desIst. Wed· 
menting on the statistics given, he says : "A very important deduction to be nesday evenmg, Gov. Anthony lectured on "Educa~lO~ and Government." 
drawn Crom these facts is that teachers of primary and intermediate grades On ,Thursday a number of t~e members of the Association started on '10 ex-
ought to be persons of culture and ability as well as those in the higher curSlOn to the Rocky Mountams. 
grades. It is a mIstake to suppose that beginners in the profession are good -Supt. O. F. McKim reports for the Wichita schools last year; enroll-
enough Cor these tender years. The reason that they ate tolerated in the ment 871; eleven teachers besides the principal; principal's salary ,1,200; 
school room is because the children cannot 'complain of their inefficiency. total salaries, $4,771.25; cost oC tuition on total enrollment, '5.40; on average 
Nearly all the education the majority obtain, is during the years they are un- number belonging, $8.57; on average daily attendance, '9.17. Three school 
der mere apprentices in educational work." buildings are owned by Ihe Board of Education, containing only eight rooms 
for the seating of pupils. ' 
MORE SUMMER INSTITUTES. 
Date. 
J~ly 
Place. . 
8, Camp Point. 
8. Robinson. 
" 8. Effingham. . 
8. Benton ... 
8. Yorkville. . 
, .. 8. Collinsville . 
8. Henry .. • 
8. Mason City . 
8. Petersburg. 
10. Fulton .. 
County 
· Adams .. 
· Crawford. 
· Effingham. 
~ Franklin . . 
· Kendall .. 
· Madison . . 
WeekI. -One of the most promising institutes in this state is that announced by 
..__ C,ounty Supt. W. E. Richey, to be held at Alma, Wabaunsee county, from 
July 23 to August 16. The institute will b: conducted by Prof. E. L. Ripley, 
Principal of the Normal Department of the State University. Lectures will 
be delivered by Noble L. Prentiss,Gov. Geo. T. Anthony, State Supt. Lemmon, 
and Prof. S. A. Felter. This will be a good chance for teachers to get four 
weeks of thorough instruction, combined with some amusement and recre-
ation. " 
8. 
5· 
I. 
3· 
4· 
' 6. 
IS. Neoga ... 
15. Rushville. 
15. Greenup. . 
IS. Paris . - . . 
IS. Calthage . . 
IS' Watseka .. 
15. Carlinville. 
15. Jacksonville. 
IS . Lovinglon. 
IS. Olney ... 
15. Harrisburg. 
15. Springfield. 
" 22. Versailles. 
22. Sycamore. 
" 2 2. Lincoln. 
,e 22. Decatur. . 
29. Loxa . .. 
'29. Monticello 
30. Aledo . . 
" 30 . Mount Morris 
Aug. 5· Sandwich. 
" 5. Vandalia . 
5. Waterloo. 
., 5. Shell>yville 
12. Galena. 
14. Albion. 
'9. Morris. 
" 19. Olena .. 
19. Sparta . 
" 20. McLeanesboro. 
21. Elizabethtown. 
" 26. TaylorVIlle. ~ 
" 26. Shawneetown. 
26. Kankakee. 
26. • Golconda. 
" . __ Carrollton. 
Oct. I. Freeport . 
· Marshall 
· Mason . • 
· Menard . . 
· Whiteside. . 
· Cumberland. 
· Schuyler .. 
· Cumberland. 
· Edgar .. 
· Hancock, 
· Iroquois .. 
· Macoupin. 
. -. Morgan . . 
· Moultrie. 
· Richland. 
· Saline .. 
· Sangamon. 
· Brown. 
• DeKalb. 
· Logan . . 
· Macon . 
· Coles .. 
· Piatt. . 
· Mercer. 
· Ogle. ' . 
· DeKalb. 
· Fayette. 
· Monroe. 
· Shelby . . 
· Jo Daviess. 
· Edwards . . 
· Grundy .. 
· Henderson. 
· Randolph. 
· Hamilton. 
· Hardin .. 
· Christian . . 
· Gallatin .. 
· Kankakee. 
· Pope .. . 
· Greene .. 
· Stephenson .. 
------------------
, KANSAS. 
4· 
6. 
4· 
5· 
5· 
I. 
6.-
5· 
4· 
6 . 
3· 
5· 
6. 
6. 
4· 
6. 
I. 
2. 
6. 
5· 
4· 
4· 
4· 
I. 
4· 
2. 
3· 
2 . 
I. 
2. 
I. 
2. 
I. 
I . 
I. 
2. 
I. 
I. 
I. 
-'-The State Teachers' Association convened at Atchison on the 24th ult. 
About two hundred teachers were in attendance. An address of welcome 
was delivered by Capt.· Seaton, President of the Atchison Board of Edu~a­
tion and responded to by Prof. L. A. Thomas, of Topeka. Stolte Superm-
ten,dent Lemmon's annual address to the ,ASSOCiation possessed the commend-
able feat)!re of being thoroughly ~ansan 10 ton:. ~upt .. R._ C. Story, of. Cow-
ley county, read a paper on "~lterary ExerCISes m DIStrIC~ Schools. ~l­
though literature is a br",nch easl~y taugh.t and of easy acquirement, the d,s-
c~ssion which followed the readmg of thIS able and scholarly paper showed 
tli'lt the methods of teaching the subject were at ~anance and frequently errone-
ous. To nave pupils careful,ly . read a sele~tion. and .then ask them to re-
write the ,deas, thought, descnptton, or narrative 10 theIr own language, was 
the Dlost sensible plan advocated. 
Edwin Philbrook, of Blue Rapids, handled hi. ~u~iect, "Shoddy. and Re-
form. in the School-room," skillfully, and added tO ,lts mterest by quamt anec· 
-Supt. J. R. Bickerdyke, of Barton county, says that an educational - de -
partment will be established at the next county fair. Webster's Dictionaries 
and various maps will be offerred as premiums. All material designed Cor 
this department should be forwardea to the county superintendent by the first 
of September. Address J. R. Bickerdyke, Great Bend, Kansas. 
-C. S. Sheffield, of Kansas City, Mo., takes the superintendency at Atch-
ison. August 5 he will open a normal institute at Belleville, Republic county. 
OHIO. 
The Hon. J. J. Burns, State Commissioner of Common Schools of Ohio, 
has appointillents at summer institutes as follows: 
Piau. '£"",1. P'ael. TitHe. 
New Lisbon. . July 4l!3. Worthington. . July 26. 
Canfield. . . " 24. Marysville. . • " 29· 
Covington. . " 30. Georgetown- . . Aug. 2. 
,Roscoe . ' . . Aug. 5·. BelleContaine. " 8. 
Marion.. . . " 12. Van Wert . . . " 13. 
Athens. . . . " 15. McConnellsville " 16. 
Wellington. . Aug. 19.20. Findlay. . " 21 . 
Sidney . . u 22. Eaton. . . CI 23. 
Bloomville. . . . . u 26. Springfield. u 27. 
Smithfield. . . . . • . . " 28. Somerset. . . . . . .. "30. 
Delaware. . • . . . . . Sept. 5. Celina. . . . _. . . . . . Sept. 16. 
Canton. . . . . . . . Oct. 17-18. Wauseon.. . . . Oct. .31 & Nov. I. 
-The twenty-third annual commencement exercises of the National Nor-
mal School, at Lebanon, occurred July I7-i9. Principal Holbrook is inde-
fatigable in his efforts to make this a popular an<,l profitable iustitution for 
those intending to teach. . - . 
-The Montgomery County Teachers' Institute is announced at Dayton, 
beginning August 5, to continue three weeks. The Editor of the WEEKLY is 
on the J:'rogramme for instructor-'-an engagement made before his connection 
with the WEEKLY. It is doubtful whether he will be able to be present or 
not, though he hopes to be. 
------------------INDIANA. 
- Th,e sal~es of profes,so,," in Putdu,e Vqiversity were reduced at the late 
meet!ng of tlie »oaril of trustees, excepting that of Prof. L.,s, Thompson, which 
was I,nc.re~ed a hu~dred dollars. From, a letter to. the Indianapolis S.IIIin,i 
we learn that the department oflndustrial Art, of. which Ptofessor Thompson 
has charge, is of unusual imPortance, being finely furnished with copies for 
outlie drawing, in light and shade" for crayo,n work, colored copies (or watl!r 
color painting, copies for carpentry, architectural and machine drawing 
charts to illustrate botanical analysis of plants for designs, analysis of histori: 
cal ornament, harmony and contrast of color; samples of prints and other tex _ 
tile fabrics; wall paper, carpets, etc.; a variety of geometrical solids vases 
and casts, and appliances for modeling in clay. This department in~ludes 
fhree courses, i~struction !n industrial.desijln, teaches drawing and shading 
from casts, botamcal analYSIS of plants, hlStoncal ornament, etc.' designing ar-
ticles of manufacture 'and their ornamentation, as furnitUIe, iro~-works stone , 
p1rving, porcelain, carpets, wall-paper, prints, oil-cloth, stained gl~ etc.: 
architecture in all its branches, including studies, drawings of the five ~rders 
modeling and casting of ornaments, original designs for building mechanicai 
engineering, etc. So that the language of drawing reaches U:d enlightens 
the understanding of the pupil in nearly all courses of study. 
, IOWA. 
-Further county institutes-Jasper county, Newton, August 5 fOUI weeks; 
conductor, Dr. J. B. Reynolds, Principal of High School, New Albany, Ind. 
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Practical Hints and Exercises. 
CRITICISM OF W. H. ·P.'S ANALYSIS, EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY 
OF JUNE 20, PAGE 301. . 
No. I. "This lake is said to be one hundred feet deep." 
This lakt to bt ont hundrtd fitt dttp is subj., and is said is pred. For, 
what "is' said"? Ans. TIzt lakt to bt ont hundrtd Jttt dttp. Hence this, 
as a wholt, is the subject, because it is that of. which the ajJirmation is made. 
This subject term is an infinitive clause (see No. 59, p. 140, EDUCATIONAL 
WEEKLY) of wbicb this lakt is subject .and to bt Ont hundrtd Jttt dttp is 
pred. To bt dup is tbe base of tbis predicate, of wbich to bt is tbe copula, 
, and dttp is the complement. Dttp is m9dified by ont hundrtd fttt, an ad: 
verbial element. , 
2. "I know it to~be he" (i., e. him). I is subj., and remainder is pred., of 
wbich know is base, and modified by it tobt.him, an infinitive clause, of which 
it is the subject and to bt him is predicate. To bt is capula and him is the 
comp,lement. 
- 3. Same analysis as No.2: 
4. Same as above,-"mt to lit down etc.," is an infinitive clause. 
5. W. H. P's analysis correct. He should have said, however, that For us 
to bt hirt is an infinitive clause of wbich 1IS is the subject and to bt htrt is 
tIie \,~edicate. Fo,' is merely an expletive. 
6. "He was not ~ven i~vited to be present." 
Ht is subj., and iIle remainder is the pred. . Was invittd is the base of the 
predicate, and modified by not and by tvtn, botb adverbial el~ments. Was 
invittd is also modified by to bt pnstllt, an objective element. To bt prtunt 
is clearly an objective element. In the sentence, "Asked bim to come" ~e 
have two objects, him, the indirect object, and to COlllt the direct. "He was 
asked to comt." Here one of the objects has become subject and the other reo 
mains as objtcl. 
So "invited him to be present." Here are two 'objects,-him indirect, 
and to bt presmt, direct. 
Passive form, "He was invited to be "resent." Here one object has be· 
come subject, the other, viz .. to bt prumt, still remains as object. 
7. W. H. P.'s analysis substantially cOI'rect. Note, hLwever, tbat to be a 
virtue is the object of etastS which is bere a transitive verb" as in sucb cases 
as "He ceased speaking (i. e., stop,ped sltakinli') , "CellSe "our noiu," etc. 
9READ. 
GRADATION AND CLASSIFICATION. 
THE follQwing facts with' reference to one ~I~s ' of pupils, for one year, may illustrate to a certain extent the results of tbe graded system: At 
tbe commencement of tlie schools in September I required all the teachers in 
the lowest grade to send to the office of tbe Board of EduCation a list of the 
names of all pupils then entering, who could not read and bad n~t been pre-
viously taught so that they exhibited any knoweldge of letters or words 011 • 
the printed page. 1 did this in order tbat 1 might better follow each child 
. through tbe year, and at its close note the advancement of each and learn if 
possible the causes of the diff~re~ce of progtess. I speak her~ of reading 
only, altbongh similar-. differences were noticeable in the other subjects taught. 
One hundred and forty-six .beginners entered. At close of the school year 
they were classed as follows, beginning with Leigh~s Phonetic Reader : 
Yet in Primer. • . . . • • . 38 
In First Reader . . • . • • • 41 
- In Second Reader. . . . . . 35 
Left school during the year . •• •.•. 32 
You will see from the ex~ibit that . all who enter scbool together do n~ reo 
main together, a~d to a conSiderable extent, the same kind of separation takes 
placi through aU the grades above. It must not be inferred however that aU 
tbose who are left behind,· in tbe first year or years of school, are dunces, de. 
!icient in mental capacity, and hopeless .caseS. My observation is that man}L 
of the slow, if not cr.owded beyond their capacity in their early school days, 
brigbten as they advance, and develop into finely cultured scbolars.-From 
Iht lasl Annual Ilt/ort oj Supt; M. Andrews, Galtsburli'; Ill. 
DRAWING. 
DRA'WING in its ind,ustrial phase is a chief agent in hand culture. Its importance will be more and more felt as maual skill becomes more 
imperatively the demand of the times. The time for picture· making is not in 
the years covered by our school work. But,tbe study of geo~etric fonns, 
the conventionalizing of natural forms, the combination of natural forms 
within given limits according to the taste of the designer, the accurate con-
struction of required figures, all have tbeir practical bearing upon the activi-
ties of life. Observation, or the use of the_senses-analysis, or tbe application 
of the reasoning faculties to the forms and proportions of things observed-
manual skill in representing to tbe eye the outlines of things observed, are all 
cultivated in a remarkable manner by tbe study of industrial drawing. The 
aid whicb the hand can render tbe mind is noticeable at every step iii the 
processes in education. It is apparent in familiarizing the little child with 
the forms of his letters both in re"ding and writing, in the diagrams which 
are so helpful to the teacher of arithmetic and of grammar, 'in the map draw-
ing without which geograpby is studied to but little purpose, in the outlined 
forms of natural objects. Drawing is a language of universal use, and re-
markably concise-a few lines rapidly sketched being of more value than 
paragraphs of verbal description. - :J. L. Pickard. . 
OHIO STATE BOARD OF EXAMINERS. 
QUESTIONS FOR PUT·IN·BAY, JUNE 28 AND 29, 1878. 
Prepared by ALSTON ELLIS. Supt. of Schools, Hamilton, Ohio. 
ALGEBRA .. 
I. Explain the rule -for algebraic subtract.ion. Prove that any quantity 
wbose exponent. is. zero is equal to unity. . 
2. How do complete and ' incomplete equations diffor? Write an equation 
of each class. IHu. trate and explain the method 'Of completing the square. 
3. A line of given length Ca) is bisected and produced: find the length of 
the produced part so thar the rectangles contained by balf the line and the 
line made up of the half and the produced part may be equal to the square on 
the produced part. 
4. A man rows a boat with tbe tide 8 miles in 48 minutes, 'and returns 
against a tide two·fiftbs as strong in 80 minutes: what is the rate of tbe 
stronger tide? 
5. A and B, starting frum different places, travehoward' eacb otber. On 
meeling, A has traveled 30 miles more than B. If it would take A 4 days to 
travel B's distance, and B 9 days to travel Ns distance, .how far bas eacb 
traveled? 
6. Find the valnes of x, when x plus the square root of x, divided by x 
minus the square root of x, equals the square of x minus x , divided by 4. 
7. Gold is 19)( times as heavy as water, and silver 10J4 times as heavy. 
A mixed mass weigbs 4160 'ounces and displaces 250 ounces of water. How 
much of the mass 'is gold and how mucb is silver? 
8. Find the values of x, wh~n x minus one equals two, plus two divided 
by tbe square root of x . . . . ' 
9. The product of' two nnmbers is 28, and the sum of their fourtb powers 
is 2657; find the numbers. 
10. A set out from Cincinnati to Toledo at the same time tbat B started 
from Toledo to Cincinnati. - A reached Toledo 25 hours; and Breached Cin· 
cinnati 36 hours after they me.t on the road ; in what time did each perform 
the journey? 
GEOMETRY. 
I. State the difference between equivalent and equal figures. 
2. Prove that .the suin of the interior .angles of a polygon is equal to twice 
as many right angles as the polygon bas sides, less four right angles. 
3. Draw .a right· angled triangle and complete squares on its sides. Prove 
tbat certain diagonals of tbe two small squares are parallel. 
4. Determine the approximate numerical value of tbe area of a circle, when 
tbe radius is unity. 
5. Construct a square equivalent to a given pentagon. 
6. Prove th,at .the ~um., of the opposite sides of a quadrilateral circumscrib-
ing a circle, lIre equal. . 
7. What is the value of one of the interior angles of a hexagon? Show 
why. . 
8. Three equ'!l circles touch each otber externally, aud thus inclose one 
acre of ground; what is the diameter in rods of each of these circles? 
ARITHMETIC. 
. I. If stock bougbt at 15 per cent premium pays Tper cent on the invest-
ment, wha,t would it pay if .bought at 10 per cent di'scount? 
2. I wisb to line the carpet of a floor, whose area is 34 5-6 square yards, 
and wbo;e length is to its breadtb as 38 to 33, with muslin 7.8 of a yard 
ide. ~ow'n;wa: square yards o( muslin must I buy if it wiJI shrink 4 per 
cent m lengili 5 per cent in breadth? _ . 
3. A grocer m~ked tea at 90 c,"nts a pound; if he could fall 15 per cent 
from marked price and yet gain 10 per cent on cost, what was the cost per 
pound? 
4. The face value of bonds due 2 years hence and bearing interest at tbe 
ra~e of 8 per cent per annum; . payable semi-annually, was $8000; money 
'bemg worth 10 per cent per annum, how much can I afford to pay for the 
bonds? . . 
S. ~ cube of s.i1,,:er whose diagonal was 4- inches, was evenly plated with 
gold; If two cubtc mcbes of gold were used, how thick was the gold plating? 
6. The dirt f~om a .cellar whose le,n~h .was .to its breadth as 5 to 3, whose 
breadth was equal to Its depth, 'and wbose diagonal was 30 feet, was tbrown 
, 
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evenly over a circular lot whose diameter was 100 feet; how much higher 
was Ihe surface of the lot raised? 
7. What sum must. he invest~d in United States bonds bearing 5 per ce'!t 
hlerest, payable seml.annually In gold. ,.u·chased at par, to produce a semI-
annual income of $400 in cunency when gvld is quoted at 10 per cent pre-
m~m? . 
8. A street passes through a semi· circular arch under a railroad. If it 
would take 777 2'3 perches of m~s"nry to fi ll up the entire archway, it being 
40 feet long, how wide is the street? 
9. ·What is the surface of the largest cuhc that can be made from a globe 
which contains 14,137.2 cuhic feet ·? 
10. The stake, of a lent furm an equi! lteral trianJle each side of which is 
10 feet; what is the hei,:ht of the center.p"lc If a rope from either stake to 
Ihe top of the center-pole measures 20 feet? 
ENGLISH AND AMH<.CAN LITERATURE. 
I. Name some English writer.; who lived before the time of Chaucer. 
Upon what works does Chaucer':; f,n\e rest? What was the condition of 
prose lileralure during the hme of Chaucer? 
2. W!J.at i, a drama? Give an account of the origin of the English drama. 
Name a comedy, an allegory, an opera, a farce, an elegy, a satire,/a tragedy, 
an epic poem, a ballad, and a lyric poem. , 
3. For wh~t w"r" the t"llowill~ writers noted: Jeremy Taylor, Richard 
Baxter, Samuel Butler, John Bunyan, Thomas Hobbes, Edmund Burke, 
Adam Smith, William Blackstone, William Paley, and Thomas Moore? 
4. Name the author of each of the following-named productions : "Essay 
on Human Understanding," "The Night Thoughts," "Robinson Crusoe," 
"Clarissa Harlowe," "Letters of Junius," HThe Schoolmaster," "House of 
- Fame," "Masque of Oberon," and "The Purple Island." 
5. Give a general classification of Shakspcare's plays. Describe brieRy the 
character of Shylock, Jessica, Portia, and Antonio. 
6. How do the writing:; of Dryden and Pope coml'are in style, matter, and 
quality? Name the principal productions of each. 
7. Give some of the characteristics of tbe writing:; of Addison, Steele, and 
Swift. What was Samuel Johnson's greate.t literary work? . Who wrote a 
good biography of Johnson? 
8. N arne the leading English and American novelists, poets, historians, 
jurists, divines, essayists, orators, statesmen, and editors of modern time$. 
- 9. Mention some of the most noted productions of Walter Scott, Robert 
Bums, and Lord Byron. 
10. Contrast the prose writings of Oliver Goldsmith and Washington 
Irving. Who is the poet laureate of England? When was the office of poet 
laureate established? 
BOTANY. 
I : What simple substances are found m~.;t ahundantly in _the vegetable 
strUClure? Give a somewhat comprehensive definition of Botany. 
2. What are some of the 'most clearly defined characteristics of animals and 
plants? How is vegetable ~?wth effected? . . 
3. How are plant cells ongmated and multlphed? By what physical law 
are Ruids transferred from one cell to another? . . 
4. Name and describe the two, great classes of Phenogamous plant~. Give 
well.known examples of each class. 
5. Describe the arrangement, structure, form, venation, and office of 
leaves. 
6. Explain the two plans of inRoresc~nce. W!>at names are given to the 
principal flower· clusters of each form of mRorescence ? 
7. Describe the organs of a flower. Gtve the common classification of 
fruits. 
S. What is meant by Systematic Botany? What general principles govern 
the classification of plants? . 
9. Explain the means by which inorganic matter is converted into plant 
life. . 
10. Give a general outline of the method to be pursued in the analysis of a 
plant. What is meant by exotic and indigenous plants ? 
ZOOLOGY. 
I. How is the vertebrate branch of the Anim. l Kingdom distinguished? 
Give the·leadlllg characteristics of each of the three families of monkeys. 
2 . Describe the process of digestion as carried on in ruminants and birds. 
3. Describe tl'.e circulatory organs of reptiles, the nenoous system of in· 
sects, and the respiratory apparatus of fishes. 
4. Give an account of the m.etamorpho, es of the butterfiy, the frog, and the 
silk·worm. 
5. How do lizards differ from turtles in structure and habits? Name the 
subdivisions of each order. 
6. Why are not whales and fishes included . in the same order? In what 
respects do they resemble each other? In what ~articular do t.hey diffed. 
7. Give a brief account of each of the followmg-named btrds: cowbtrd, 
bobolink, mocking-bird, raven, and magpie. S: Describe the appearance and principal organs of mollusks. What di· 
versity exists in the manner of classifying mollusks? 
9. Name the three classes of radiates. Name and describe a representative 
member of each class. 
10. Mention some remarkable instances of the instinct nnd intelligence of 
animals. 
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. 
I. Name and define the most important divisions of Natural Philosophy. 
Name and define the general properties of matter . 
. 2. What is meant by the force of gravity? What is the relation· of gravity 
and' mass? What is the relation of gravtty and dis!ance? Illustrate in each 
case. 
3. Give the general formulae for falling bodies. A stone is dropped from 
a tower; how can the height of the tower be determined if the stone is heard 
to strike the ground, at the base of the tower, in a given time? 
4 Define center of gravity and specific gravity. How may the center of 
gravity of a. tri:>-ngle be found? A cone, whose specific gravity is .1 25, Roats 
on water With Its vertex downward; how much of the ax:s is under water? 
Reverse the position of the cone and what will be the result ? 
5. Name and describe some ot the instruments whose action depends on 
the properties of air: If atmospheric pressure sustains a column of mercury 
30 inches high, how high will it sustain a column of pure alcohol, specific· 
gravity .797 ? . 
6. Name and define the properties of light. How was the velocity of light 
determined by Roemer? How does the intensity of light vary as we approach 
a luminous body or recede from it ? 
7. An object is placed between two mirrors which make with each other 
an angle of 90 degrees; how many images of the object will be seen? How 
must the mirrors be placed in order to make the object appear as twelve? 
S. What is meant by specific heat? Name and describe some of the 
methods of determining the specific heat of solids. 
9. Name some of the means bi which the mechanical power of steam is 
estimated. Describe the most important parts of a steam.engme. 
10. How is an electrical hattery constrncted? State the two principal 
theories of electricity. . 
[The followi~g named applicants passed : Frank G. Lee, Point Marblehead, 
Ottawa county; C. W. Butler, Plymouth, Richland county; C. E. McVey, 
Mt. Healthy, Hamilton county; S. F . De Ford, Ottawa, Putnam county; 
Margaret Morris, Wyoming, Hamilton county; Lucy B. Tingley, Cincinnati, 
Hamilton county.] 
A YOUNG SCHOOL-MA' AM'S SOLILOQUY. 
/ 
DELL SABIN, Milwaukee, Wis. 
What joys attend the teacher's life! 
His labors, 0 how blest! 
When far removed from sounds of strife 
His peaceful days are passed. 
Far from the mad'ning crowd apart, 
He studies at his ease 
How best to touch the childish heart, 
To 'nlighten and to please. 
But since on ear.th no perfect bliss 
To human lot is given, . . 
Some clouds, that he would gladly miss, 
Obscure his earthly heaven. 
How sweet the love of pure young hearts; 
The twining arms, the kisses, 
From sweet young faces (smeared with tarts, 
Which childhood never misses.) 
But tarts and children both are prone 
To smell of "Schweitzer Kase," 
And sweet young-lips have oft been known 
To smirch the teacher's face. 
And little faces in a mass 
Look vastly dull and stupid, 
And from my class, sure, few would pass 
As models for a Cupid. 
Patience· and faith must be our guides; 
Wisdom and love must aid us; 
The cash is ours·-·scarce aught besides-
T~ank heaven, thai's promptly paid us. 
To break down pride, to learn restraint, 
To keep your temper cool, 
Don't pattern after any saint, 
But-teach a primary school. 
RECIT{\TioN. 
(For a little fellow.) 
You thought I couldn't make a: speech, 
I'm such a little tot! 
I'll sh'ow you whether I can do 
A thing or tw~, or not. 
I will not fear to fight the . Wrong, 
Or stand up for the Right. 
So-as I've nothing else to say, 
I bid you all Good Night! 
ANOTHER RECITATION."-THE LOST LAMB. • 
(For tl .. sl1,allest boy i" the "hool, or better still, for a little boy too voung to 
attend sthool.) 
The chairman should request complete silence, as a very small hoy is aoout 
to recite. Expectation being raised, let some one hold the little declaimer up 
to say: Ba-a ! ' 
• 
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WHOSE OPINION IS BEST. 
'Phe following is clipped from .the Edu(ational 
Wukiy, Chicago: "Prof. T. C. H. Vance, editor 
of the Eduti( Tead"r, has enlisted in an effort to 
organize a Southern Educational Association, to 
meet annually. We predict that the August meet-
ing will result in a permanent organization, and the 
growing activity of southern educational men will 
keep the organization in a lively al)d healthy state 
of prosperity. , It is safe to calculate on a continued 
increase of public interest in educational matters 
among the people of the south, and a consequent 
improvement in their public schools. May tbe for-
ward movements be made with prudence, but be 
made with determipation and energy, so that all 
progress shall be improvement." " . 
'The Maryland S(h401 Journal says: "A callis 
about to be issued for a Southern Educationnl As-
sociation to meet at Chattanooga in the second 
week of August. The propriety of such an organi-
zation is unquestionable; an'd we hope the teach. 
ers of the south will give it such a start as will en-
. sure its permanence," aod in contrast, the New 
England' Joumal 0/ Edu(ation has the fOllowing: 
'It is certainly within the province of the Nati.onal 
Association to hold two sessions annually, one in 
be north in the summer, and a second in tbe south 
n the winter." ' 
Brother Bicknell IVell knows that if "within the 
province of tbe National" it is not practicable, nor 
'ould it be expected. 
The N. E . Journal further says: "While fully 
n sympathy witb the general plan of teachers' as-
ociations, we are of the opinion that the national 
can be made to meet the wants of the whole coun-
try, and that an organization formed on sectional 
grounds will not produce the unity of effort aimed 
at by our best educators in all parts of the country." 
Did it ever occur to the N. E. ')oumal' tbat a 
large part of its space during tbe past month has 
been devoted to the advertisement of a "sectional" 
s;odation? 
Tbe New England paper referred to should have 
• been the lQ,'It one to cry sectional. Charity should 
... begin at home, and especially when consistency is 
egarded as a jewel. . ' 
We are happy to inform our readers that all our 
educational and other exchanges, with the excep-
'tion 01 the above ,mentioned, have spoken of the 
movement in favorable terms, some in enthusiastic 
approbation. 
PUBLISHERS'DEPARTMENT. 
3ACK NUMBERS of the WBBkLY will be furnished for tcn cents each until the suPpJy is exhausted. 
BOund volume (or J877. Half Morocco) can be had (or 
·.f .. 00, Covers alone. 7S cents. . 
. Ir nOLice is sent us of a missing number immediately on 
receipt of the "ext number, we will mail it free. Always 
. tive the 1Iu.",61r of the paper, not the date. 
I n ordering a change in the address of your pa{H:r, always 
J:lve the postoffice and state/rom whlcli you Wish the ad-
dress changed. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
,2.SO per year (50 Nos.); $'.50 per volume (25 Nos.). In 
lubs of fiye, '3:.25 and 't.35. In clubs of ten, S2.00 and 
. .. 20. Three month. on trial, 60 cents. Sent to Public Li-
II ari~ and Reading Rooms for $2.00 a year. PaymeDt in-
" l~h~lr~~ :~;:b!~Pa'd for by each subscnber is on the ad. 
reas-Iabel. The paper will not be sent beyond that'number 
lOless the subscription is renewed, which should be done 
wo week» In advance. 
Remittances &hould be ' sent by reglltered letter, draft, or 
postoffice money order, payable to V AILB at WINCHBL". 
TERMS OF ADVERTJSING, 
Per line, agate measure, 10 cents each insertion. When a 
'peelallocation il chosen, J2 cents a · Une. Special Notices, 
in P.ublilben' IJepanment, 's tents a line. ~ 
Special rates for twelve, six, and three months' contracta. 
Orders from stran8en must be ~Id monthly in adVance. 
da<i:~ 1:!,:~.ld be received by Saturday noon, prevIous to . 
Each advertisin, paa:e of THB EDUCATIONAL WBBkLY 
onwns three columns, each column ten inches, and one 
nch fourteen Unes. 
No advertisement will be Inserted for less than one dollar, 
Ad!Ireu all communIcations to 
VAILE &: WINCHELL, " 
15 Clark St., ChIcalO. 
-County superintendents who haye sets of good 
examination questions which tbey have used will 
oblige us hy sending copies to the WEEKLY for 
publication. We publish this week a part of the 
questions for state certificates in Ohio, but we have 
none of lower grade on band. ' 
POOR MAN'S SCHOOL-RoOM.-Webster's Vna-
bridged Dictionary. (containing 3000 mustrations,) 
bas been said to be the "Poor Man's School-Room." 
It contains all that is necessary to a first-class ele-
mentary education,-Grammar, History, Classics, 
Mathematics, Geography, Astronomy, and in fact 
nothing is wanted to make it a perfect encyclope-
dia of information. A book tbat every family 
should have, as it contains illustrated definitions, 
tbus appealing to the understanding lhrough that 
swift medium, the eye.-Morgan Mercury. 
FULTON &> EASTMAN'S 
BOOK - KEEPING! 
The ~tention of teachers is requested to a nnu edition 0/ 
FULTON 6> EASTMAN'S 
Single and DO!lble Entry Book-Keeping. 
oJhti:a~hv~~~na~~~~~e: ~!d~"nee~:sns~~u~;ek~~~ ~~e ~~~; 
b~~kl~~ b~~t~k~:pi~g~O the present requirements fora text-
to ~~~et:de~~ ~::~sf ~hi~gb~~~, ~~dkth;~~e~~~~:bl:e:e~a"Ci~~ 
with which it has retAjned its popularity, while rival works 
:~t~~ethne hC~:deVuI~~ &nE::tt~c:!I.~ ~:~:f::;rn":t:sg~~~~ 
the good opinion of educators. 
Over 150,000 haye been sold, and the demand continues. 
Single copies for examination, with a view to introductionJ :V~lr:eSte~; ~ra:hi~ro~tie~~~p~~~;~cee~ist. of 60 cents , an 
'J. he price of the T ext-Book is one dollar, and for six 
blanks, 75 cents. -
H. B. NIMS & CO., 
e-o-w Troy, New Yoik. 
G~OBESJ i~r5'c~t;1~g~:: 1~~B~~~~~' ~C~:.l~r~~~ 
New York. e-o-w 
Square and Cube Root. 
A:; Simple as Simple Addition, 
ON, AN ENTIRELY NEW PLAN. 
hi ~~dn:bn!et c!fi:':. principals of over two bundred 
fiend for circulars describing the method to 
H. H. HILL, 
tf 
soli Mart;hfield Avenue. 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
A NEW BOOK-KEEPING. , 
By Prq/. A. B . Mueruey, Ph. D ., duigwea/or Common 
at"l Higl" Schools anti Acadnniu. 
This work contains both Single and Double Entry. It is 
both elementary and COlllprehensive in il!i character, is free 
from unneceuary technicality and formula, is based on the 
latest business methods, and is thoroughly practical through-
out. It is iufficlently full for all ordmary purposes. Whole· 
sale price 80 cents. Blanks, 72 cts. Introduction price, 67 
cl!i . Senl by mail, for examination, on receipt of 67 cents. 
Send for circulars and catalogue descriptive of this and other 
school publications. THOMPSON, BROWN &: CO., 
cyp . 32 Hawley. Street~ Boston •• 
S. S. HAMILL, 
Author of the 
SCIENCE OF ELOCUTION, 
WILL LOCATE IN CHICAGO SEPT: I, 
To devote himself exclusively to 
INSTRUCTION IN ELOCUTION 
AND DRAMATIC READING. np 
RIDPATH'S 
-u. 'S~ HISTORIES, 
Endorsed as THE BEST by Educators everywbere. 
IOO,ooo Copies in Use. 
Teachers and School Officers are cordially invited to send 
for Specimen pages, including samples of the Maps, Charts, 
Diapams, etc. 
JONES BROTHERS & CO:, Publishers, 
tr] CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, CINCINNATI. 
NEW EDITIONS. REDUCED PRIcES, 
L PIlANG &> CO., ' • ART AND EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHBRS.l. BO::.TON, 
Publishers of the system of I"tlu.rt".£al Drawing. prepared 
for nublic schools D:9: Prof. Walter Smith, general supervisor 
~!r of:;:id~!tionO~!OM!:~~~hu~~~~ISI and State Direc-
This course of instruction in drawmg has been introduced 
into nearly all the leading cities of the country 1 a nd it is the 
only course of instruction in this country which can show 
definite and ~ractical results 01 a satisfactory na~ure, as fol-
10i!nlt~rWe~:;:S'tale5 it has been introduced with marked 
Mi~~p~is?~~u'~\)l~~·.fol~~~, ~~i~W:;:~, ~~~.ianapolis, 
sc[!ls~d::~i:; g~~;::n!~cf!(/~f ~ ::1 s~~eC:c~~Otl 
Drawi"l' Maieri"als. 
Prang's Natural Hlstory Series. For schools and fam-
ilies. Animals and plants represented in their natural col-
on, and arranced lor instruction with object-lessons. (tf) 
A. S. BARNES & CO. 
• Publishers of the ~ 8 INDEPENDENT READERS, • 
ot:S MONTEITH'S GEOGRAPHIES, ~ 
'./) DAVIEs & PECK'S ARITHMETICS, t:d 
:..I..J CLARK'S GRAMMARS, ;:P 
Z BARNES' SCHOOL HISTORIES, ~ 
~ STEELE'S SCIENTIFIC 'COURSE, tT' 
~ II:c., &o.,lI:c. '(/1 
~ . ~:ci:! ~J.h!p~~!~ ~::.":" ~~:; .. , R<= 
• - circulan, atc. n 
~ PRICES REDUCED. 0 
/\. S. BARNES & cO . 
ItO NFW VOllK ANn C-HICA('.O. 
R OBERT S. DA. VIS 0- CO., SEND FOR THE PAMPHLET . 36 BROMFIELD ST., ' BoSTON, 
DESCRIBING THE • Publishen of 
C --: Y t LT l-t l. Lfjit fif',IfIkIf/',XIII"""4I;cal SnoU, • UmUta Zve .L.L eat""t Z, Gi/hrf, fif'.,utlT"tSp,IJ"". 
P.rllw' # Ezwdlel i. ~~lu" CtlmjosttiH. 
The only Health Lift apparatus ever made whose use is J.uhlu/nll Halld-IJHi Df MnittU A"..·tA",ttk. 
G:U ARANTEED TO CURE DISEASE, For inlormation, address the Publishen, or 
Or purchase money refunded. S. E. BEEDE, Western Ag't, 
J. P . MARSH & CO., Chicago, IlL 1 ... 1 KEOKUK. IOWA na 
SCHOOL 
BOOKS. 
The advertiser has a list of one thou- , WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT . 
sana ScllooLand Tcxt.B09Jf.£ocoMflrisi1]L .-S-upplies Cabinents in all d~artments of Natural Science. 
mu~~t~:r~s!n~~~u:nr slngre ~o~i:~ ~~d;dt;o~iaa:Sd a;dl~~t~ules e:r ~eh!t~~: b~ f~:\~hedi!~e: 
or In quantities. What can you use T for given sums which theymayj ndicate. An immensestoclc. 
Prices .J:iven on application. constantly on hand- of Minerals. Rocks, Foss ils Casts of 
JOHN R. ANDERSON Fossils, Geological Maps and Model., Skeleto~. Stuffed 
rh 55 Beekman St., New York. Mammals. Birds, ornd Reptiles. Batrachlans and Fisbes in 
' c . I C 11 . alcohol: Crustaceans, Mollusks, Echinoderms Crinoids T EA 'HERS, Attnlt'tnf !. Schoo, 0 ete, ~d Lit. Corals, Sponges, Foramenifera. etc., dry and 'in alcohol: Boo~1 Sec.-hand and Shelf-worn-~u, ~. s~ld, and Allo most interesting Glass Models of Invertebrates, Ameri. 
ellch <L S<4 LaSalleSt. C. AI , Barnes B k Ex ge. [cyr can and Foreign Birds· Eggs. Send for circular to GOLD Any worker can make,i2 a day at home. COltly [caYl Prof. H . A. WARD, A. M., Rochester, N . ¥ . 
outfit free. Address True &: Co., Augu~ta.Me.r cea $ t $ A day sure made by agents sell. 
nOQKS. at 30, "" and SO per ct. discounL Save money. 10 , 0 2 5 IDg our Chromos~ <;rayons,- and o Send for particulars. H . F. Bun, Palmyra, N .Y. cay Reward Motto, ::)Ctlpture Text, 
$66 a w",1c il!J'OUJ'ol)'Jfn town. Terms and '5 outfit Cree.. , ,,~ .. ,. .. fl. Hallett,&: Co., J'ortil1nd, Me. _ Transparent, Picture and Chromo Cards. 100 samtles j.0~~ tfr!~rg,sP~~~i~:~:o~~c. E!:~bi~~~1 ;:t:.logue :~e. 
